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  Urban Studio 
Academic Applied Research and Design since 2002

  Urban Studio is a unique interdisciplinary 
initiative undertaken to address urban issues that 
challenge the quality of life in Cincinnati.   

 e Studio is a resource for the University led but 
community driven study and discussion of urban issues 

 t of  the city. It is a place where University 
and  non-university participants can come to participate 
in educational classes, events, symposia, and exhibits that 
explore these urban issues. Work of the studio is intended 
to have a tangible impact on the urban problems under 
consideration and will contribute to the body of 
knowledge of research in this area.

 e studio is administered by the Community Design  
 -campus in Corryville and 

includes classroom, meeting, and exhibit areas.

Community Design Center
Technical Service since 1986

 e Community Design Center organizes collaborative 
interdisciplinary community university partnerships for 
the research and design of physical  improvements which 
serve the University’s urban area.  

 e Center provides assistance to community groups, 
non-profit organizations, and City departments that are 
representing underserved areas and underfunded projects 

 e Center is administered by a registered 
Architect with assistance from co-op students and 
graduate assistants from a variety of disciplines.
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In 2012 the work of the Nieho� Urban Studio bridged 
two thematic cycles. Spring 2012 brought to a close the 
“Place Matters” theme of comprehensive community 
development in which the Covington Center City 
Action Plan was the focus of collaborative student work 
with residents, community based organizations, city 
o�cials and their professional consultants. Studio work 
explored the application of Liveable Community 
principles in this mature urban community.

Fall 2012 work initiated the “Metropolis and Mobility” 
theme which considers issues of movement within the 
region and urban core. �e studio worked directly with 
a consortium of regional transit interests on Bus Rapid 
Transit and with civic advocacy groups for Bike trail 
design. Studio work is focused on the technical aspects 
of designing for these modes of travel as well as the 
o�en overlooked associated development that can occur.
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Technical Service and Events

Academic Studio Work

Technical Service projects continued to include food 
related design work as it has since the 2002 studio food 
theme. Two projects returned to the Over-�e-Rhine 
area for planning projects. A Mobility research project  
that brought together an interdisciplinary group of 
faculty was initiated as a complement to the 2012-13 
studio theme.

�e CDC facilitated a design competition and an ideas 
competition with outside partners focusing renewed 
attention on the bene�ts of urban living. Sixteen public 
events showcased topics on urban design, economic 
sustainability, community service, and other issues. 
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Winter - Spring 2012

Covington Center City Action Plan 

Place Matters

Urban Framework

Design Projects

Transportation: Complete Streets

Each team was assigned a specific research topic and sub-topics 
relating to the stated issues of the Covington stakeholder group 
and relative to subtopics of six livability principles. The research 
was developed using a case study method in which student teams 
identified and documented existing projects that illustrate an 
assigned sub-topic: connectivity, complete streets, economic 
development, housing, community services and public space. 
Interdisciplinary student teams then developed an overall concept  
or urban framework for the sub-topic within the center city  
study area.

After completing the urban framework plan students were 
divided into teams which focused on each of the five stated 
sub-topics to develop  the following specific urban design, 
planning, and engineering proposals.

Pike St: a Complete Street for all movement modes 

Streets that support and promote walking:
In order to support all forms of movement in the pedestrian 
realm, improvements to the right-of-way could were proposed 
to support and promote walking throughout the city for 
benefits in health, sociability, commerce, and multi-modal 
capacity. 

Streets that support biking:
Beyond providing additional multi-modal capacity, an 
established biking culture was envisioned that could have both 
identity and economic benefits for Covington when considered 
with all its ancillary retail and recreational activities. 

Streets as greenways and green infrastructures:
Students redesigned the streets and alleyways of Covington 
into greenways and greenspaces with additional trees and 
landscaping that would improve the visual environment, but 
would also address energy consumption, storm water runoff, 
and environmental pollution.

Streets that support navigation, orientation,  
and appreciation of urban assets:
A comprehensive wayfinding system as well as a redesign of 
important intersections and “gateways” addressed the difficulty  
in orientation and navigation in downtown Covington. 

In the winter and fall quarters of 2012, interdisciplinary teams of civil engineering students and urban 
planning students studied the center city of Covington, Kentucky as a part of the Place Matters program 
theme of comprehensive community development. Covington is an important part of the metropolitan 
urban center, but suffers from significant physical, social, and economic disadvantages. This work was a 
continuation from the Fall 2011 quarter by invitation of the City of Covington and the Local Initiatives 
Support Corporation (LISC) to contribute to the Covington Center City Action Plan and to collaborate 
with national and local urban development consultants including Kinselman Kline Gossman and Denver-
based Progressive Urban Management Associates. This effort, structured through a HUD livability grant, 
aims for a comprehensive and interdisciplinary approach to community development. The students analyzed 
the area and conducted case study research on which they based urban framework, urban design and 
programming proposals. These proposals focused on five themes: Complete streets/great streets, Connectivity, 
Housing, Economic development and Public space. This course was led by Dr. Richard Miller of the College 
of Engineering and Professor Frank Russell of the College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning. In 
parallel with studio work Professor Elissa Yancey of the UC Journalism Program facilitated a storytelling 
seminar among her students, partner Holmes High School photo-journalism students and key community 
stakeholders that informed the Action Plan. Studio and seminar students ended the project with a 
community open house and exhibit at Covington’s Artisan’s Enterprise  Center

Green Infrastructure for all streets

Research and Reconnaissance 
Research and Reconaissance work of 
the studio was structured around the six 
liveablity areas stipulated in the Federal 
Liveability Program. This organization 
was inherently comprehensive and 
interdisciplinary as designed collaboratively 
by the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (HUD), the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), and the 
Department of Transportation (DOT). 
Using this approach students observed 
and analyzed aspects of Covington and 
the surrounding subregion. The focus 
of this observation was put on six areas 
including transportation, housing, economic 
competitiveness, supported communities 
(parks, civic life), policies and leverage,  
and valued communities (health, safety). 

Framework: greenways for connectivity 
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Transportation: Connectivity

Housing

Economic Competitiveness

Public Space

Streets as specific activity corridors:
Pike St. was recommended to be reused in a new live-over-
work land-use concept compatible with artists, designers, 
and micro-scale office. 6th St.could be made into a unique 
linear eco-village centered on Mutter Gottes. MLK-12th St. 
would take advantage of its existing boulevard concept by 
lining it with a formal arrangement of mid -scale apartment 
blocks with supporting commercial uses. 

Economic Development to strengthen existing areas: 
A student proposed linking existing cultural venues such as 
the library, the Carnegie and the Cathedral with small scale 
design, art, and art retail uses in a economically sustainable 
and synergistic “cultural corridor” along Madison Avenue. 

Economic Development in Adaptive Reuse:
Another proposed redevelopment would preserve the  
historic Brewery building on 12th street within a mixed use 
plan with a medical arts function affiliated with St Elizabeth’s 
hospital to the south. A redevelopment proposal for the Duro 
Bag site which would create open space around the Cathedral 
at 12th while reorganizing the manufacturing buildings to the 
south for a performance venue and municipal office buildings. 

Economic Development in remaking districts:
One student concept calls for extending the entertainment 
promenade found in Mainstasse, along a protected pedestrian 
promenade north into the west end of 4th and 5th streets. 
It would be protected from the heavily traveled 4th and 5th 
street and support upper level residential uses that would have 
views and direct access to the riverfront.

Public Space from left over areas:
The elevated railway and the uninviting underpasses could be 
improved by using the green fringes of the railway corridor to 
link together a verdant green ribbon of space within the city. 
The monumental but blighted rail trestle at the river’s edge was 
modeled to be a sculptural focal point for an urban park which 
would be framed by new residential and commercial uses.

Public Space as a strategic development tool:
One student team proposed a consolidation of surface parking 
into a two level structure which would open up public green 
spaces framing the Mutter Gottes Church. Another proposal 
envisioned a well formed green space around the new Gateway 
College Campus.

Public Space reclaimed at the water’s edge:
A new linear park proposed on the Covington side of the 
Licking River was envisioned to stimulate new housing 
development along its framing edge and connect the heart  
of Covington to the natural corridor extending far south  
up into the Licking River valley.

Austin, TX ped-bike bridge type proposed at Licking and 6th
Programming for connectivity:
A “cultural trail” that connects Covington’s scattered historic 
sites, museums, library, and other cultural assets was proposed 
by students.

Infrastructre for connectivity:
A new shuttle system or an extension of the Southbank 
Shuttle was proposed to connect entertainment and cultural 
areas. A pedestrian-bike bridge was envisioned at sixth 
street to accommodate movement and serve as an event 
destination. An aerial tramway was proposed to connect 
Devou Park, Mainstrasse, and Madison Avenue.

Removing barriers to connectivity:
Observation of the barrier effect of the elevated railway 
in Covington led to proposed modifications of the existing 
railway underpasses to provide better perceptual and 
functional connections.  

Housing as a strategic redevelopment tool:
Market rate housing near the Licking River was proposed 
to take advantage of the views and access to this natural 
asset. An extension of the Mutter Gottes residential 
neighborhood into the blocks west of the existing IRS 
complex, was seen as a way to provide a much needed new 
construction, river-near market rate housing product. 

Housing as a complementary use:
The forthcoming proposed Gateway Community College 
Campus at the center of the city invited proposals for 
complementary student housing, located in and around  
the likely campus site at Greenup and 6th streets. 

Amenities to support new and existing housing:
A network of pocket parks throughout the city would satisfy  
a stated need for more greenspace in Covington. Lack of a full 
service grocery north of 12th/MLK was also seen as a deficit 
and markets were proposed in several locations in either new 
construction or taking advantage of the adaptive reuse of 
existing vacant large footprint buildings. 

Example improvement of Covington’s divisive underpasses

Commercial
Residential
Institutional

Industrial
Public Use

ArtGreen

Civic-Arts corridor for Madison Avenue

Rail trestle as sculptural focal point for an urban park

Redevelop Pike St. as  an artisan’s live-work corridor

Greenways on the Licking River

Aerial tram concept to connect parks and entertainment
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Journalism Project
In parallel with studio work, eleven Journalism students spent the 
spring quarter profiling unique Covington stakeholders to better  
understand the civic life of Covington. These university students  
partnered with four Covington High School students from the Center 
for Great Neighborhoods Youth Art Program who photographed  
the residents. Together the students developed compelling stories 
about the lives and hopes of these special stakeholders.

UC journalism students wrote stories about the people of Covington 
and shared insights with planning and engineering students. 
Covington youth documented the stories with insightful photos. 
Together each university and high school student team created 
profiles of unique individuals in the community. A lifelong resident 
who loves to tell stories. A newcomer determined to beautify her 
surroundings. A clown who teaches leadership skills.

These are shown by the students to be the voices of Covington, and 
they are intended to protray a city filled with challenges and riches. 
With the narrative and photos the students created a narrative frame 
for larger, more comprehensive stories of a complex city that informs 
both the studio projects and the Covington community. 

An open house and exhibit of the project were hosted in the gallery 
of the Covington Artisan’s Enterprise Center in March, 2012. For 
full profiles and photo credits  visit http://www.uc.edu/cdc/niehoff_
studio/programs/place_matters/w12/jornalism_.html

“When I went to get my degree in social work I thought, ‘Why would  
I want to leave a community that I love to go somewhere else?’ When  
you go and gain knowledge, you should apply that knowledge to your  
own neighborhood so you can make it a better place.”  
  – Faye Massey, story teller

3

2

7

1.  Faye Massey 

2. Mayor Chuck Scheper 

3. University of Cincinnati Advanced   

Magazine Writing students 

4. Art by Convington’s Future  

student photographers  

5. Jerrod Theobald 

6. Tim Dwight 

7. Tom Wherry

8. Laura Knight

1

8

4

5
6

“Covington is on the verge of  
greatness. A movement is stirring. 
Stay tuned.”
  –Jerrod Theobald, new kid in town  

“Everybody wants to fix Covington, 
but it’s almost like you have to go 
with its vibe. It’s got to evolve on  
its own.”
   – Tim Dwight, time keeper

“I wouldn’t have stayed if there had  
not been a group of neighbors who 
also wanted to make a difference.”
  –Tom Wherry, pragmatic visionary

“Covington is first and foremost  
home. But it is also like a 
relationship—you love it but have 
to keep working at it. Covington is 
always changing and growing, so  
I need to change and grow as well.  
But I can also influence the change  
and growth.”
   –Laura Knight, community artist

“I think I am here still to make  
this a better place. I want to become 
successful so I can give back to my 
community. Believe it or not, I love 
Covington. It made me who I am 
now.”
  –Tanner Watts, unlikely survivor

8
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UC Forward

Fall 2012

Inquiry to Innovation

In the fall semester of 2012, interdisciplinary students in Computer Engineering, Civil Engineering, 
Industrial Design, Biomedical Engineering and Communications completed a course offered at the Niehoff 
Urban Studio in collabortion with the UC Forward program. This seminar was designed to introduce 
students to the creative process of research and innovation as well as collaborative cross-displinary 
teamwork necessary to address specific and real-world urban problems. Three interdisciplinary teams of 
student partnered with community organizations, a non-profit, and UC student government to address 
three pressing issues in and around the university uptown campus. These included neighborhood littering 
and trash problems related to student’s annual “move out day”, severe parking problems that plague 
residential neighborhoods surrounding campus, and barriers to communication existing among students 
in and around campus. Student teams worked directly with external and internal stakeholders to document 
the full scope of identified issues. They researched best practice solutions found elsewhere and explored 
innovation proposals designed to ameliorate target problems. Solutions included more effective networking 
of existing resources, reframing expectations about internal student communications, and the practical 
applications of new technology. Collaborators included Keep Cincinnati Beautiful, Cincinnati Assistant 
City Manager, CUF and Corryville Community Councils, and UC Student Government.

UC Communication on Campus

Uptown Parking 
and Accessibility

Littering and Moving Day
Challenge:  
Identify and analyze the upstream factors that lead to littering  
in the CUF neighborhood and design an infrastructure that will alleviate 
the littering phenomena and move out day chaos aa well as instill 
ownership and pride in the appearance of the neighborhood, specifically  
in student housing areas. 

Proposals:  
Working with existing service providers, hold a re-use market at the 
end of the on-campus move-out, which will be open to the community. 
Proceeds will go to charitable entities that sign up to collect goods. 

Increase the number of trash cans around campus using technologically 
advanced “BigBelly” trash cans that compact trash using solar energy 
thus enabling 15 times more trash to be collected. 

Challenge:  
How do we increase the quantity as well 
as the quality of communication between 
University of Cincinnati’s Student Government 
and the respective student body?

Proposals:  
Start a marketing campaign to make students 
aware of Student Government, through 
product marketing, personal communication 
booths, and humorous advertising to positively 
promote communication between Student 
Government and the student body on 
campus. Also proposed was an improvement 
to current forms of communication such as 
the Student Government website, student 
feedback via Blackboard, and tracking student 
communication.  

Challenge:  
Communities surrounding the UC campus 
suffer from parking accessibility issues for 
residents, students and visitors. How do we 
alleviate this problem and provide more 
efficient parking access at all destinations?

Proposals:  
The students supported existing and 
newparking improvment efforts including 
long term campus remote parking, residential 
parking permits, public transit student 
passes, park and ride, zip cars and UC’s 
free bike share program. A key innovation 
proposal included smart technology 
employed in curb side kiosks with linked 
smart phone accessibilty that would manage 
street parking availability for residents, notify 
other users about free spaces, and manage 
peak congestion periods with dynamic 
demand pricing.

Moving
Day

Education and communication:
Moving Day Brochure

Challenge

Many students assume putting out all their trash some point 
before their lease ends is �ne. This practice is widely accepted 
accross college neighborhoods, since the day is treated like an-
other trash day. However, trash not contained correctly or put 
out too early is a source of litter and is unsightly. Also,  many 
reusable items are simply discared. Our brochure aims to make 
students aware of these issues.

Solution:
1. Educate students through 
brochures and social media
2. Provide easy channels for 
students to donate unwanted 
goods
3. Increase frequency of daily 
trash pickups

Problem 1:
• Rules not designed for situation
• Lack of communication
• Lack of infrastructure
• Overwhelming quantity of trash
• Condensed time span
• Convenience
• Cost

Problem 1:
• Sparse public waste and 
recycling receptacles
• Lack of accountability and 
ownership
• Convenience
• “Broken window theory”
• Long streets
• Priorities

Solution:
1. Trash can design competition 
for receptacles in CUF
2. Invest in BigBelly trashcans
3. Increase number 
andfrequency of trash cans

Littering and Moving Day

Avery Maddox, Billy Schlich, and Kris WilliamsFall Semester 2012

UC Forward
Inquiry to InnovationNiehoff Urban Studio

College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning

College of Engineering

A lot of these 
items could 
have been 
reused!

Reuse Market

Like the Re*use Market on Calhoun street at then end of the on-
campus move-out, this market will be open to the community. Pro-
oceeds will go to charitable entities that sign up to collect goods. 
 Some of the items here will be separate from the goods picked up by
 St. Vincent de Paul. Miami and OU have had great success in the past.

In 2010, Sharefest decided to sell many of its items rather than give 
them away. These items included 47 sofas, several window air 
conditioners and 70 full-length mirrors. People gladly paid a small 
price, knowing that the proceeds went toward emergency assistance 
for low-income residents in a local district.

The market will be located in Bellevue park or 
another large area.  Bellevue park is an ideal 
location because it is right in CUF and it offers 
plenty of space for the event. Should it rain, tents 
will be provided.

...so this 
doesn’t 

happen!

Moving
Day

• Acceptable setout times
• Garbage preparation guidelines
• Pick-up arangements

• Keeps area clean during this time
• Saves money

• Avoid $175 fine for violations
• Simple and easy

• Who to call
• How to set it out
• Arranged time        
  slots for pickups

• Donations go to people in need
• Donations generate revenue for   
  charity
• Donations generate revenue     
  donated to other charitable causes
• Prevents valuable items from     
  going to the land�ll

• Tax write-off
• Simple and easy
• Helping others

• Good for environment
• Benefits charity

• Helping others while getting       
  rid of your items
• Tax write-off

• Drop off items at specified                                      
  locations

Proper Procedures

 What they are

 Benefits to community
 
 Personal bene�ts

Donation Pick-Up
 
 
 How to do it

 Benefits to community

 Personal bene�ts

Reuse Market

 How to get involved

 Benefits to community

 Personal bene�ts
 

Identify and analyze the upstream factors that 
lead to littering in CUF and design an 
infrastructure that will alleviate the littering 
phenomena and move out day chaos and instill 
ownership and pride in the appearance of CUF, 
speci�cally in student  housing.

Fall Semester 2012

Niehoff Urban Studio
College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning

College of Engineering

UC Forward
Inquiry to Innovation

U.C.omm: Communication on Campus

Marketing Strategies 
In order to increase communication between Student Government and the student body, we need to 
make students know and care about student government. Our proposal is to start a marketing campaign 
similar to those seen in major companies in order to get out the word and make the students care. 

Posters and Print Ads 

Key Points on Campus Awareness Campaign  

Personal Communication 

Product Benefit Marketing 

To increase awareness, key points on campus 
should be tapped with affective advertising

Key
Information Booths

College specific info fliers and posters

Poster Marketing for Events

One of the biggest issues with communication with SG and the stu-
dent body is a lack of awareness about events, initiatives, and current 
activities. 

Student Government affects a multi-
tude of events on campus, yet for many 
of these it is unknown by the student 
population. There needs to be an em-
phasis on what Student Government 
touches to make sure the students 
know the value of SG. 

One of the most significant things seen 
in the case studies for other schools is 
an emphasis on in-person feedback and 
communication.  To accomplish this 
more communication booths need to 
be established to convey information 
and news about events on campus, as 
well as provide an outlet for in-person 
feedback from the students to SG. 

FAQ and Information 
Booth

Cameron Bresn
Zach Messer
Anne Goettke
Joe Deye

Challenge: 
How do we increase the quantity as well as quality of communication between University of 
Cincinnati’s Student Government and the respective student body?

Stakeholder: University of Cincinnati Student Body President Lane Hart 

The demographic that we are trying to market to is age 18-24. 
Through research into marketing strategies it was determined 
that humor is the perfect way to market student government to 
the students.  Using branding strategies in combination with 
humor is an ideal way to market to students. 

Our idea to market Student Government in order to increase student in-
vestment and ownership in SG, is to use the general message “what is 
student government using your money for” in combination with humor. 
Using affective advertising to make people feel good about Student Gov-
ernment,  it positively promotes communication between Stduent gov-
ernment and the student body 

Current Marketing Strategies

Humor in Marketing Possible Examples

Our Marketing Strategy

To hold a design competition for the 
new trash cans in order to engage the 
community and raise awareness about  
the importance of proper waste disposal. 

Fall Semester 2012

Niehoff Urban Studio
College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning

College of Engineering

UC Forward
Inquiry to Innovation

Move-out Day Case Studies

Move-out Day Waste Reduction at Miami University and Ohio University

Avery Maddox, Billy Schlich, and Kris Williams

Both systems are similar, but different in how they are marketed and ex-
ecuted. OU is not so much an “event,” which means less cost. There were 
a mulch smaller number of volunteers at OU, but over a longer period of 
time. In fact, OU had twice as many volunteer hours: 3234 hours vs 1634. 
As a result we will structure our solution to be more like OU’s becuase it 
is easier to implement.

 
 

 
 
Other Details
In 2012, the cost was roughly $3600.  
$1500 for T-shirts, $1500 for 2 trucks, and $600 for amenities 
(food, water, wireless and marketing.)

In 2011, 33% heard about Sharefest from the O�-Campus A�airs 
email and 21% heard from a friend.

1. Schedule donations online or 
over the phone. All kinds of items 
are collected.

2. Volunteers operate 3 hour 
shifts. Some volunteers are from 
agencies, which also supply trucks. 
Sharefest has two of its own trucks.

3. Social service agencies pick up 
some donations. The majority of 
donations, however, are taken to 
the a 20,000 sq. ft. space and sold 
by the FRC Thrift Store

How it Works

Outcomes
• 1,634 volunteer hours
 The Family Resource Center (FRC) earned nearly $10,000   
 from the sale of donated goods
• Butler County Children’s Services was able to fulfill wish lists
• 600 families served in 2009

Communication and organization. Rather than having to 
coordinate with dozens of landlords, OU Recycling is able 
to communicate directly to the rental complex authorities. 
OU also has community assistants, who help 
communicate with 900 students in the area.

1. Door-to-door pick up 

  June 2, June 7 & 8

2. List of non-profits to contact   

  for pick-up May 21st June 15th 

3. Multiple Drop-o� sites around  

  town, at least 9 

How it Works

Key FactsKey Facts

Miami University

Analysis

Ohio University

• 13,000 students
• 72 %+ of housing are rental units
• Athens County – highest poverty rate in Ohio

• 5-day event that started in 2005
• Offices of recycling, off-campus affairs, and     
 residence life are cheif coordinators
• 19 sponsors, including businesses,entities, and   
 organizations

Outcomes
•  174 tons of food and goods collected
•  89 volunteers worked 3,234 hours
•  1,220 families and people were helped
•  $6,090 saved from disposal to landfill

3 Methods

Fall Semester 2012

Niehoff Urban Studio
College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning

College of Engineering

UC Forward
Inquiry to Innovation
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•  1,220 families and people were helped
•  $6,090 saved from disposal to landfill

3 Methods
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U.C.omm: Communication on Campus

Survey Questions

We asked approximately 100 students from different backgrounds and 
majors a series of questions to determine the root of the issue with 
communication on campus.

Problem Statement: 
How do we increase the quantity as well as quality of communication between University 
of Cincinnati’s Student Government and the respective student body?

• Original Challenge: 
• Increase 

communication and 
feedback between 
the student body and 
student government  

We thought that this 
wasn't enough, we 

wanted to know why 
students weren't 
communicating? 

• The routes of 
communication are really 
good 

• The problem is that 
students just really don't 
know about student 
government  

So how do we make 
students care about 

student government? 

• We need them to 
want to understand it 

• The real challenge is 
increase not just 
student awareness, 
but student 
OWNERSHIP 

The real challenge we 
face is making 
students take 

ownership of student 
government, and to 

make them take 
ownership of their 

voices 

1) How has student government affected you?

2) What do you know about student government?

3) How would you give feedback to student government?

4) How do you currently recieve information from student govern-
ment?

1) 2) 3) 4)

 
WHY? 
So we want 
students to take 
ownership but 
why? 

 
A VOICE 
Students have a 
voice here at UC 
and they need to 
realize it--this voice 
is invaluable. We 
must recognize and 
empower the voice 

MONEY 
Students are 
paying tuition and 
have a financial 
stake in both the 
University and 
student 
government 

Why should students take 
ownership?

Student Responses

Conjecture Pathway Current Forms of Communication

 Student Government Website 

 Blackboard

 Social Networks

The website is currently 
used as the main source of 
communication for the 
events and doings within 
student government.

Blackboard contains the 
opinion poll for current 
issues on campus.

The two main social net-
works utilized are Face-
book and Twitter, and are 
mainly used for updating 
people on student gov-
ernment events. 

82% Don’t 
think they 
have or don’t 
know

25% Knew 
Something

14% Incorrect

66% Nothing

19% Know 
they have

44% Other 
form of info

25% Email

31% Dont 
think they do 
or dont know

61% Know a 
valid way

39% Dont 
know or 
wouldnt
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Think Inside the Box: How to Park 

• Must be a resident of 
participating areas. 

• Must have vehicle 
registered in Cincinnati. 

Qualify 

• Must pay a small fee 
(around $30) for the 
permit.  Purchase 

• Show permit in 
windshield so patrolling 
o rs can see. Display 

• Park on the street near 
place of residence. A 
space will be held on 
weekdays from 6:00 AM 
to 7:00 PM. 

Park 

• Park car in open 
spot on the street. Park 

• Walk to multi-
space meter. Walk 

• Purchase time for 
parking via cash, 
coin, credit, or 
UCID. Meter prints 
a receipt. 

Obtain 
Receipt 

• Place the receipt in 
windshield so it is 
visible to patrolling 
o rs. 

Display 
Receipt 

Multi-space Meter ParkingResidential Permit Parking

SPOT U
Permit Meter

Check Out of Spot

What hours of the 
day will you be out 
today?

Create a weekly 
schedule for when 
you will be gone

select if permit 
holder

select if non-
permit holder

Veiw Street 
vacancies

Pay for space 
by phone

or

Residents leaving their 
spot or non-residents 
looking for one can 
communicate with the 
box via cellphone or 
touch screen menus on 
the box itself

Signs will instruct 
motorists where and how 
to pay

Patrolling o�cer checks for 
RPP or meter reciept and 
issues ticket if none is found.

Multi-space meter 
payment kiosk controls 
one or two block faces 
as necessary
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College of Engineering 

Movement in the City

Fall 2012

Bike Ways & Bus Rapid Transit

The studio theme for 2012-14 is focused on mobility options in the Greater Cincinnati Metropolitan area. 
During the first year the studio is collaborating with local transit authorities and civic groups to examine 
Bus Rapid Transit and new Bike Trail opportunities. In the fall semester of 2012, engineering students 
began background research by collecting relevant standards and best practice examples.  During the spring 
semester engineering students will collaborate with planning students to produce development scenarios 
and specific technical applications for six BRT corridors and three new bike trails.  

Bike Paths and Trails

Identity, Education, and Wayfinding

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

Safety and Road Share:  
Safety is the basis of shared road design. Bicyclists are subject to 
the vehicular law of the road. Drivers lack awareness of bicyclists 
on the road and often fail to make appropriate allowances for 
them. There are many ways of managing shared bike lanes  on 
roadways to help drivers and bicyclists stay safe. 

An attractive and distinct identity for the BRT will generate 
excitement, increase customer loyalty, and attract new users. 
Bike paths and trails can also benefit from creative “branding” 
and necessary wayfinding systems. For both movment 
options a communications strategy is necessary that might 
include pamphlets, media campaigns, and public meetings to 
disseminate information to the community.

Vehicles, Rider issues, and Safety: 
BRT buses are uniquely designed for maximum capacity, speed, 
and identity. Aspects of BRT systems that are important to 
users are route headway, handicap accessibility, fast loading and 
payment options, comfort, speed of service, real-time bus  
location, and safety of stations and vehicle.    

Transit Signal Priority & Operations:
Enhanced flow for BRT routes is critical. Transit Signal Operations 
could be used at various traffic signals along the BRT routes and 
Queue Jumps could be employed to help advance buses in heavy 
traffic. It could also integrate real time passenger information with 
transit signal priority in to one Intelligent Transportation Control 
System.  

Right–of–Way:
Types of Right-of-Way include dedicated bus-ways, hybrid use, 
and mixed use. Each ROW approach carries unique advantages 
and disadvantges in  how it accommodates the BRT, regular bus 
service, Auto flow, street parking, property access, merchant 
operations, and other considerations.

Transit–Oriented Development (TOD):
TOD is a mixed-use area that is specifically designed to  
support public transit and maximize ridership. Areas that 
have been identified for BRT TOD development or associated 
bikeway development can be facilitated in a number of 
ways including zoning and parking allowances, and other 
incentives.  TOD and Bikeway Associated Development are 
important economic development tools to promote density, 
housing choice, and economic benefits.

Trail Conveniences, Service and Operation: 
Important areas of consideration to take into account for creating 
sustainable bike trails include amenities such as rest rooms, water 
fountains, maintenance facilities, rest areas, and storage options. 

Environmental Benefits:  
Bicycle use is proven to be environmentally friendly through 
reduced travel emissions. But bike trail construction can also 
create important green infrastructure for stormwater management 
and carbon sequestration, as well as preserve or create natural 
areas especially when trails convert blighted abandoned rail lines. 

Financing and Economic Impact: 
Capitalization and financing models are important to 
understand in developing Bike trails. Right-of-Way and 
abandoned rail acquistion may be supported with municipal 
“rail-banking” efforts, private-public partnership, and critical 
federal and state funding.  Studies support the positive economic 
impact of trail development on both residential property values 
and  business activity around the trails.  

• A bicycle is defined as a 
vehicle according to 
section 4501.01 of Ohio 
Bicycle Traffic Law.

• Cyclist must travel on the 
right side of the road; 
disobeying this law 
increases the risk of an 
accident by 250%.

• Cyclists are 5 times more 
likely to get in an accident 
by following their own 
rules versus the rules of 
the road.

• Signs remind drivers to be 
more aware and alert of 
cyclists sharing the road, 
and of certain complex 
vehicle/bicycle and 
pedestrian interactions. 

• Proper signage helps to 
prevent accidents from 
the other side of the 
equation, the driver.

• Road share signs help to 
communicate a city’s 
intent to accommodate 
bikers.

“Bigger Than You”

David Counsell
Ryan Cushenan
Megan Fox
James Halterman
Fall Semester 2012 

Summary of Research

Nieho� Urban Studio
Movement in the City

“The Door Prize”

Bicycle Safety Gear

• In the situation on the left, the 
cyclist is at fault for passing the 
vehicle on the right side rather 
than waiting behind.

• Vehicle users should make sure to 
signal appropriately and cyclists 
should remain in plain site of the 
driver.

• In the situation on the right, the 
cyclist should be dismounted 
when crossing on a crosswalk with 
foot tra�c.

• The vehicle must yield to 
pedestrians who are signaled to 
“walk.”

• Vehicle cuts in front of cyclist when 
exiting a driveway or parking area.

• This is the most common of all bike 
related crashes.

• Cyclists should avoid riding on the 
sidewalk and use a headlight for 
added visibility.

• Vehicles must yield to the cyclist as 
they would a motor vehicle.

• The City of Cincinnati demands that a 
3 ft. distance should be maintained 
between cars and bikes at all times.

• Vehicles should keep aware of bikers 
at all times and pass only when it is 
safe for both road users.

• Lights or foam noodles may be used 
on the rear of bikes for added visibility.

• Doors must not remain open longer 
than is necessary for passengers to 
exit the vehicle.

• Cyclists can avoid this situation by 
remaining 4 ft. from parked vehicles.

• Bikers that utilize headlights and 
re�ective-wear can reduce the 
likelihood of this type of incident.

• Vehicles are required to yield to a 
cyclist in this instance, as if he/she 
were driving a vehicle.

• Cyclists using headlights and 
re�ective clothing are less likely to 
�nd themselves in this situation.

• Direct eye contact should be made 
between driver and cyclist.

“Getting Friendly”“The  Ambush” “The Rogue Cyclist”

Source: http://openclipart.org/image/1000px/svg_to_png/4822/Steren_bike_rider.png

Signage Laws

Shared Lane Types

Type 1: Basic Shared Lane Type 2: Basic Designated Lane Type 3: Inner Safety Lane Type 4: Outer Safety Lane

• Typical 35 ft. wide drive
• Vehicles and bicycles 

share the same space
• Only option for smaller 

road widths
• Least safe design

• Designated bike lane 
away from moving traffic
and doors of parked cars

• Vehicles may be less 
aware of bikers at 
intersections

• Designated bike lane with 
3 ft. safety strip to 
protect from car doors

• Vehicles ride adjacent to 
bikers, providing greater 
visibility for both users 

• Added 5 ft. bike lane 
between road and on-
street parking

• Safer than a shared lane
• More practical for urban 

areas with limited space

front 
light

reflective 
clothing

helmet

rear 
light

“Safety is the basis of shared road design.”

College of Engineering
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Conveniences, Service and Operations, & Weather Issues 

Off Road Shoulder Bike Lane Rail Trail/Waterway 

www.fabb-bikes.org www.wikipedia.org 

www.deeproot.com www.strawville.files.wordpress.com 2.bp.blogspot.com 

On 
Road 

Shared Use 
Path 

Off Road/ 
Shoulder 

•
•
•

•
•

sf.streetsblog.org 

http://

http://www.lightrailnow.org/myths/m_otw001.htm 

•

•

•

•

•

•

• http://www.systrausa.com/transportation-modes/bus-brt.html?systra-
project=mbta-silver-line-bus-rapid-transit-value-engineering-12 

•

•

•

•

http://www.skyscrapercity.com/showthread.php?t=1255115 

http://sustainablecitiescollective.com/node/43843 

http://queencitydiscovery.blogspot.com/2010/05/cincinnatis-abandoned-subway-to.html 

GPS DETECTION 

SIGNAL CONTROLLER  
CABINET 

DETECTION AREA 

TRANSPONDER 
DETECTION 

SIGNAL CONTROLLER  
CABINET 

TRANSPONDER 
READER 

QUEUE JUMP 

BUS PRIORITY SIGNAL 

Recommended BRT Weekly Schedule 

Time Weekdays Saturday Sunday 

6:00AM-9:00AM Every 5 Minutes 

Every 15 Minutes 
 

Every 30 Minutes 
 

9:00AM-4:00PM Every 15 Minutes 

4:00-7:00PM Every 5 Minutes 

7:00PM-8:00PM Every 15 Minutes 

 

Ethan Jacobs    Carter Stitt 
Jason Barber    Bryan Hafertepe 
Peter Johnson    George Hurrell 
Edward Lynch 
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Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) 
Case Studies on TOD near Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) Routes 

College of Engineering 

Cleveland, Ohio 
Completed  in 2008, the $200M HealthLine 

BRT route connects downtown Cleveland to 
major travel destinations  east of the city 

including Cleveland State University, Case 
Western Reserve University, and the 

Cleveland Clinic. With 59 stations along the 
historic Euclid Corridor, the 6.8 mile route 

has been a major catalyst behind over $4.3B 

Recommendations for Cincinnati 
The importance of TOD for a successful BRT system cannot be overstated. Several 
steps can be taken to integrate public transit in land development.  Building permit 
applications should be expedited, and parking requirements reduced for TOD  
projects. Also, strategic partnerships with organizations such as corporations,  
shopping centers, municipalities, and transit authorities should be forged in order 
to promote the BRT network. Routes should link a mixture of communities,  
including lower-middle income areas, to abate segregation and support BRT usage. 
Free ridership programs from specific locations such as airports or shopping centers 
should also be considered. 

Map Courtesy of Google Maps 

Image Courtesy of the K&D Group 

668 Euclid Avenue 
This century-old building in the heart of downtown 

is being redeveloped into luxury apartments with  
commercial and retail space on the first floor. The  
complex is being marketed as a “transit-oriented  

residence” to professionals working near  
University Circle.  

Cleveland Clinic  
Miller Family Heart & Vascular Institute   

Ranked as the #1 cardiac care center in the United States for 
18 consecutive years, the Miller Family Heart & Vascular  

Institute was recently built a new home along Euclid  
Avenue. The $475M complex’s front promenade was  

specifically designed to accommodate BRT traffic. 

Image Courtesy of the Cleveland Clinic 

Image Courtesy of Live Cleveland 

Baker Electric Motor Car Building 
Built in 1910, this historical building housed a showroom for electric 

cars. In 2006 it was converted to office and lab space for medical  
start-ups and technology firms. Considered for over five years, the  

developer finally decided to invest in the property when a BRT 
station was built directly in front of the building.   

Ottawa, Ontario 
Map Courtesy of Google Maps 

Image Courtesy of McCormick Rankin 

Image Courtesy of McCormick Rankin 

Image Courtesy of the City of Ottawa 

Completed in 1996, the Transitway connects downtown Ottawa 
through corridors running east, west, and south. These routes provide 
access to travel destinations such as shopping centers, commercial 
development hubs, and the Ottawa MacDonald Carter Airport. With 
thirty-eight stations along twenty nine miles of roadway, the 
Transitway has an estimated 96 million riders annually.  

The Currents 
Built in 2007, this 23,000 ft2 LEED-certified  

condominium complex is only 1500ft from the 
Tunney’s Pasture BRT station. Its proximity to 

BRT allowed the developer to reduce the  
complex’s parking capacity by 50%. 

St. Laurent Center 
Built in 1987, this three level station provides direct  
indoor access to one of Ottawa’s largest shopping  
centers. During construction of the station the  
shopping center was intentionally expanded toward 
the station for this reason. 

A transit-oriented development is a mixed-use area that is specifically 
designed to promote public transit and maximize ridership. Often  
incorporating both residential and commercial aspects, a TOD has a 
transit station at its core with relatively  
high-density buildings radiating away from 
it. TODs usually have features such as high-
quality pedestrian crossings, designated bike 
lanes, and a reduced number of parking  
spaces for buildings.  

Blair Station 
The Blair Station was built in 1989 as part of a $90 M  
development project on the south side of the  
Queensway Highway. The station is connected to the 
north side of the highway by a pedestrian skywalk. The 
station sees such high traffic volume that the nearby 
Gloucester Center shopping mall altered its façade to 
point towards the BRT station. 

Matt Brackman 
Justin Couch 
Kevin Mills 
Derrick Schierloh 
Zack Shindledecker 
Fall Semester 2012  
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Vehicles / Rider Issues / Safety 

Cincinnati BRT System 

Niehoff Urban Studio 
Movement in the City 

WHY RIDE 

BRT 

-50-60 Passengers (35-44 seats) 
-High- or Low-floors 
-Two to five door channels 
-Five destination signs 
-Exterior bike rack 

-80-90 Passengers (31-65 seats) 
-High- or Low-floors 
-Four to seven door channels 
-Five destination signs 
-44” entrance ramp  
-Wheel chair accessibility 
-Exterior bike rack 

Bus Rapid Transit vehicles are designed with 
two key factors in mind: speed and passenger 
appeal.  Typically, the 40’ units are used to 
allow for quicker acceleration, but 60’+ will be 
brought in for cities with larger populations.  
BRT units can run on diesel combustion, 
electric catenary, dual-mode, and hybrid 
engines.  Paint schemes, icons, colors, etc., 
help BRT units stand out.  Passengers are 
attracted to the sleek design and rider-friendly 
aesthetics.  The bus floor being the same 
height as the boarding floor allows for boarding 
times to be 2-3 seconds fasts per rider than 
standard buses and light-rail.   

www.light-pole.blogspot 

Illumination 
-Adequate illumination 
of station buildings, 
platforms, walkways, 
roadways, and parking 
areas to deter criminal 
activity 

Station Design 
-Proper placement and design of 
windows, lighting, and landscaping 
increases the ability of those at the 
station to notice suspicious activity  

www.chiefsupply.com 

Panic Button  
-Available to the 
driver in the case of 
criminal activity 
occurring on BRT 
-AVL System Location 
Allows "quicker response to 
threats of criminal activity or 
accidents 
Safety Implementation 
-Standard safety training and 
practices for security equipment 
and staff 

www.purchase.com 

Closed-circuit 
Monitoring  
-Cameras are 
placed on buses 
and at stations and 
monitored by police 

Emergency Call 
Boxes 
-Permit travelers who 
do not have cellular 
phones with a 
mechanism to report 
criminal activity 

www.123rf.com 

www.nabusind.com 

60 FOOT ARTICULATED 
www.metrocouncil.com 

40 FOOT 
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Route Structure 
-Maximum round trip time of two hours 
-Single route structure is easy to 
understand 
-Average station locations are ¾ miles 

www.ubergizmo.com 

apart to maintain competitive 
operating speeds and 
efficiency 
-Shorter route spacing for 
higher density locations 

Payment Options 
-Fare collection to support efficient, multiple 
stream boarding 
-Primary design attributes are fare collection 
process, fare transaction media, and fare 
structures 

-Varied price to discount 
senior citizens, military 
personnel, and/or students to 
encourage their ridership on 
the BRT www.taxation.lawyers 

Bike Racks 
External Storage 
-Retractable External bike racks 
-Bicycle storage at stops 
-Bicycle lockers at stops 

www.ripton.edu 

www.walkbikejersey. 
blogspot.com 

Internal Storage 
-Walk in area for bicycles  
-Horizontal bicycle racks 

-Vertical bicycle racks 

Seating/Standing 

-A typical BRT seat takes up approximately 5.4 sq. ft. 
-Up to four people can stand in an area of 2.7 sq. ft. 
-Seating or Standing space is dependent on 
wheelchair and bicycle storage, as well as passenger 
demand, trip length, and service characteristics 

www.jennyhho.blogspot.com 

Real-Time Bus Location 
-On demand bus location through web or SMS 

www.blog.tmcnet.com 

-Notices of service interruptions, 
emergencies, and other important events 

-Subscription-based email and 
text message alerts 
-Estimated arrival times and 
scheduled departure times 

Handicap Concerns 
Boarding 
 -Level boarding with “Precision Docking”  
-Near level or level boarding 
-Vehicle configurations 

www.erasems.ord 

Accessibility  
-Specialized seating  
-Adequate equipment (railings,  
seat belts, wheel chair locks/straps) 
-Assistance and stop notification systems 

Speed of Service 
-Faster travel time compared to regular 
bus system 
-Few infrequencies from scheduled 
arrival times 
-Signal priority system decreases www.clocketc.usf.edu 

wasted time at stop lights 
-All day service span makes the BRT reliable and 
available to a large market 

Niehoff Studio
College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning

Community Design Center
College of Engineering
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Tactical Urbanism

Fall 2012

Small Scale Urban Installations

In the fall semester of 2012, Industrial design and urban planning students completed Do-it-yourself (DIY) 
Urbanism projects for the center city of Covington This studio was related to last year’s Niehoff Studio 
Covington Center City Action Plan as well as the theme of the DIY Urbanism public education event of Fall 
2011 and DIY Competition project of Spring 2012. DIY Urbanism or Tactical Urbanism is an increasingly 
popular strategy for creating longer-term change through temporary projects. These can be anything from 
pop-up retail, to art installations, to events that, though temporary in nature, can change public perception 
or prove a different use model for underutilized urban spaces. A temporary urban project is a good middle 
ground for diverse disciplines to collaborate and to think slightly outside the normal realm for each 
discipline. DIY Urbanism projects were successfully held in downtown Covington throughout November 
2012. Eight projects included creating sidewalk mini-parks, a storefront exhibit program, guerilla historical 
displays, decorating a rail  underpass, and implementing a chalk art event in the Pike Street Arcade. Other 
projects are described below. Industrial Design instructor Matt Anthony led this effort. 

Activating the Dark

Covington’s First Urban  
Golf Tournament

Walk Covington
Pop-up Park on Pike Street:  
Covington is currently divided between Mainstrasse and 
Madison Avenue by a blighted rail overpass.The overpass on 
Pike Street was activated by students as a space and program 
designed to reconnect the city. An “Activating the Dark” event 
was held under the overpass on November 28th. Chairs and 
tables were designed  and placed to invite people in. Roebling 
Point Books and Coffee and Lime Taqueria set up booths. 
People came to sit down, have coffee, and read a book. Once 
the sun set, the entire space was transformed into an art 
installation, with a projection that lit up the structure, the 
floor, and a neighboring wall, activating them with the use 
of several light performances. Because of the portability and 
temporary aspects of this project, the possibilities for future 
events like this are endless. The furniture was donated to the 
biggest contributors to the project, Roebling Point Books & 
Coffee and Hub+Weber, this was done with the agreement that 
they will lend them out for future events. As a continuation 
of Activating the Dark, a simple manual has been provided so 
that anyone could submit a proposal for a neglected space that 
needs some reactivating.

Covington’s first Urban Golf Tournament was created by 
students as a way of activating the many empty or underutilized 
parking lots in Covington. The tournament was intended to be a 
community development project as well, where local businesses 
either sponsored or made mini golf tracks and custom made, 
hand crafted, Covington related elements. It was a one-day 
pop-up event, on November 17th that took place on the top of  
the City Center Garage on East Seventh Street. There were also 
tricycles and sidewalk chalk for children, and a food truck. This 
event was free and supported by local sponsors and donations. 
The merchants of Covington are interested in taking the lead for 
next year’s tournament. 

A System of Way-finding Signage:  
This project seeks to re-connect the separated areas in Covington 
through wayfinding that would guide people through the city. 
Covington has many relevant “hidden gems” both historically and 
culturally. A system of street signs could spark interest in these 
places, would bring awareness to visitors, and aid navigation in 
the city. “Walk Covington” is a temporary system of signage for 
linking attractions around downtown Covington, Ky. Three main 
areas were targeted to place the signage: the Mainstrasse area, 
the riverfront hotel / convention center area, and the Madison 
Corridor. The goal was to encourage those visiting or working in 
particular areas of Covington to perhaps explore and walk to a 
different area of town and discover something interesting or new 
along the way. To measure the effectiveness and the reach of the 
signage a Facebook group was created. To create awareness and 
encourage opinions we put QR codes and web addresses on every 
sign so smartphone users or Facebook users could access the 
page.

Frederick De Ryck
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Activating the Dark
Pop-up park on Pike street

Niehoff Studio
College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning

Community Design Center
College of Engineering

First implementation
As a �rst implementation of this project, an installation 
was made during an event at the o�ces of Hub+Weber, 
their property connects to a similarly neglected space 
near the Pike street overpass.

The installation consisted of a projection on the walls 
and ceiling of the corridor, this activated the space in 
several ways and made it possible to completely change 
the perception of this neglected space.

Preparations
The success of the �rst implementation, opened up an 
entirely new set of possible interventions for the 
neglected overpass on Pike street. The following steps 
were taken in close collaboration with Natalie Bowers, 
Covington Arts District director, and Jim Guthrie, 
project manager at Hub+Weber. 

Early on, several tests were done towards the set-up 
and execution of a dedicated projection to activate 
the space. It was also here that the name “Activating 
the Dark” originated. 

As a way to suggest occupation of the space, several 
chairs were made to suit the space. These chairs are 
made from a single strip of 8 foot long plywood. 
Besides the fact that these chairs can be placed in so 
many con�gurations, the chairs also fold up, allowing 
for them to be stowed away easily and brought out 
again for several events. Through some connections 
at Home Depot it was possible to get wood donated 
to make chairs.

Personal contact with Roebling Point Books & Co�ee 
and Lime, generated their interest in the project. 
Agreements were quickly made for them to be 
present at the event, creating an additional quality. 

As a way to measure the impact of the event, a simple 
head count was taken during the same time frame as 
the actual event would take place. It was quite clear 
that most people going under the overpass, were 
using Pike street. The largest part of these people 
were using the sidewalk located on the outside and 
thus avoiding the triangular open area.

Implementation
The �rst edition of Activating the Dark took place on November 28th. The chairs 
were placed under the overpass allowing for them to be used by people who were 
passing by. They took the time to stop and get a feel of the space and had the 
opportunity to sit down with some co�ee and read a book. 

Once the sun had set, the entire space transformed into an art-installation. A 
projection lit up the structure, the �oor and a neighboring wall, activating them 
with the use of several speci�c light performances.

Because there was an entirely di�erent atmosphere present in the space, it caught 
the eye and interest of individuals passing by. It was noticeable how people 
changed their walking route to get a glimpse of what was going on. This really 
brought inhabitants of Covington and visitors together, to discuss how they each 
experienced the space, creating an overall interest in the area. This will hopefully  
spur on future community organized events, bringing this segregated community 
back together.

Future possibilities
Because of the portability and temporary aspects of this project, the possibilities for 
future events like this are endless. The furniture was donated to the biggest 
contributors to the project, Roebling Point books & co�ee and Hub+Weber, this 
was done with the agreement that they will lend them out for future events like 
this. 

As an example of this, a pop-up store was organized by Michael Monks, Editor & 
Publisher of The River City News. He will open up this temporary news cafe (photo) 
during several events in December.

As a continuation of Activating the Dark, a simple manual has been provided on the 
Facebook page.* With this manual everyone can submit a proposal for a neglected 
space that needs some reactivating. To do this, a custom projection will be made to 
suit that speci�c space.
*http://www.facebook.com/pages/Activating-the-Dark/372561276166041

CONCEPT OF FOLDABLE FURNITURE

Benoît Vandeputte
Fall Semester 2012

Facts and �gures

On a regular Saturday: 
1 or 2 cars parked on the top �oor 
( used by +/- 4 people)

Movement in the city

Covington’s First 
Urban Golf Tournament

Niehoff Studio
College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning

Community Design Center
College of Engineering

The tournament was set up as a community developing project, where 
local businesses each created one mini golf track and a custom made, 
hand crafted and Covington-related obstacle. There was side animation 
such as tricycles and sidewalk chalk for children as well as a food truck. 
Another important aspect was to keep this event free for everybody and 
that is when we could count on diverse donations and sponsors. In this 
way we could provide prizes for the winners of the tournament, such as 
gift vouchers from local restaurants. A last fun thing about this tourna-
ment is that it was not played on turf, but on discarded carpets and rugs. 
People were very enthousiast about it and we saw nothing but smiling 
faces. The “Awesome collective” even gave us the “o�cial” seal of awe-
somness. We asked participants for writing down some comments: 

11/17/2012: The tournament

“ GOOD KID FRIENDLY ACTIVITY
VERY NICE AND FUN FOR PARENTS AND KIDS

BEAUTIFUL VIEW OF THE CITY
PARKING GARAGES ARE SO BORING - THIS GIVES THEM A 

GREAT NEW AND SECONDARY USE
SHOULD BE DONE ON A REGULAR BASIS

”

Conclusions

People enjoy being outside
There is a need for events like
this on a regular basis.
It works and should be done again!

NOTHING BEATS URBAN RECREATION
NEXT YEAR? AT DIFFERENT LOCATIONS ALL OVER THE COV
MOST FUN POSSIBLE IN A PARKING STRUCTURE
LOVE GETTING BUSINESSES INVOLVED
HELPS KIDS OCCUPIED AND OFF THE STREETS
JUST WHAT WE NEEDED

During the tournament:
+/- 70 people attended, 
35 people played
9 mini golf tracks
6 participating merchants
Mostly groups of 2 persons
$100 worth of prizes
+/- 40 people enjoyed a Hot Dog

Future

The tournament lives on
on the website, in a short 
movie that was posted on 
Vimeo and in the collective 
mind of a group of in�uential 
people from Covington. Some 
of them are interested in 
taking the lead for next year’s 
tournament.

I would recommend them 
the following things:

Organize it in the summer, 
provide more holes, and 
spread it over the entire city. 
Get more businesses in-
volved, and start early 
enough and look for getting 
involved in an o�cial putt-
putt golf league. Organize 
more similar events!

Nadia Bryson
Melissa Leahy
Fall Semester 2012              Movement in the City

Walk Covington
A system of way-�nding signage

Niehoff Studio
College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning

Community Design Center
College of Engineering

Description:

Signage Installed Nov. 10th - Nov. 27

St. Mary’s

Keystone bar and grill

roebling bridge

Madison Theatre

Bell Tower

mainstrausee

Anchor Grill

Mutter Gottes

Riverwalk
Roebling Murals

signage
placement

attraction site

gateway

key

Walk Covington is a system of way-�nding signage that is designed 
to spark interest and encourage walking for visitors and residents to 
various attractions around Covington, Ky.  We had targeted three 
main areas to place the signage: the Mainstrasse area, the riverfront 
hotel / convention center area, and the Madison Corridor.  Our goal 
was to encourage those visiting or working in those particular areas 
of Covington to perhaps explore and walk a di�erent area of town 
and discover something interesting or new along the way. We 
wanted to connect these popular areas of the city. The attractions 
that we chose to highlight with our signage in each speci�c sector:

Implementation Results:

Sign pointing towards Goebel park at the Goose Girl FountainWalk Covington Logo

Sign pointing towards Roebling Murals at the Riverwalk Entrance Map Created to determine signage placement locations and attractions Signage for the Madison Theatre and The Ascent at the Carnegie Arts Center

Suggestions for a more permanent way-�nding solution
The Future of Walk Covington

One way we chose to measure the e�ectiveness and 
the reach of our signage was through Facebook. To 
create awareness and encourage opinions we put 
QR codes and web addresses on every sign so smart 
phone users or Facebook users could access our 
page. After being up only two weeks we received 60 
likes and numerous comments about our initiative. 

The signs were placed a few minutes away from 
popular destinations around the city, and featured 
an estimated walk time to the destination along with 
an arrow pointing to it. The laminated signs were 
brightly colored and zip-tied to various telephone 
poles around town. Only two had been taken down 
before the completion of our experiment. 

Overall feedback was very positive for our project:

Glad to see people standing up for what they believe 
in. I think it is a very good idea, that is creative, and 
can be a bene�t to the public and businesses.”
       -Charlene Dietz, Walk Covington Fan

What a cool idea and so very simple.”
      -Tim Hershner, Walk Covington Fan

mainstrasse 
village 

Riverwalk
Extend the walk to include the 
Roebling Murals area. Add tiles near 
the Convention Center and Riverfront 
hotels to increase attention drawn to 
this attraction.

Mainstrasse
People will be a couple blocks away 
from mainstrasse and ask how to get 
there. This can be solved if we continue 
with the tile theme and create  some 
leading to the Mainstrasse area. 

Need: 
There is a de�nite need for way-�nding in the 
Covington area. Many visitors come to the area for 
conventions  and stay in the Riverfront hotels.  With 
the arrival of Gateway Community College there is 
an increased need for way-�nding for all the stu-
dents that will be in the area, and for new attractions 
or restaurants that will inevitably be attracted to the 
area once the college opens. 

Public Transit
The metro area is very accessible by 
walking and public transit, but many 
people are unaware of the bus stops 
and routes and pick up times without 
having an internet connections. There is 
a need for better signage displaying 
info about bus stops and pick up times

Experience Covington
There is great potential with this tour program that 
is available at the Kenton County Library. This could 
be improved by having maps for speci�c tours 
widely available at various locations, including 
hotels. The website needs to be improved and 
made more navigable.
Perhaps signage can be permanently installed that 
guides people around the city on a speci�c path 
much like the  Walk Covington signs except they are 
for speci�c tour categories and there are more of 
them around. The tours could be color coded as 
would the signs. 

“

“

Facebook.com/walkcovingotn Putting up signage Putting up signage Taking Before and after Surveys

Riverfront Sector
Riverwalk
Roebling Murals
The Ascent

Madison Ave Corridor
Madison Theatre
St. Mary’s Basilica
Carnegie Arts Center

Mainstrasse Sector
Anchor Grill
Mainstrasse Village
Gobel Park
Mutter Gottes Church
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Riverwalk

Mainstrasse

The Ascent

!

Permanent Way-Finding Directories
In popular areas of town permanent directo-
ries with maps can be place so people are 
able to stop and �nd on the map where they 
are going or where they need to go. This can 
unify the city by creating a signature logo, 
design or color scheme found in signage 
throughout the city. 

?

Frederick De Ryck
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Activating the Dark
Pop-up park on Pike street

Niehoff Studio
College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning

Community Design Center
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During a walk through Covington, one of the most 
memorable areas is Pike street. Beautiful buildings, 
wide sidewalks and the presence of green elements 
make it an overall attractive neighborhood. Even 
though this area has a lot of potential, it is currently not 
very active. Many of its storefronts are empty, creating 
a feeling of neglect. 

Reviving areas like this, takes a combination of several 
interventions. First and foremost we need to attract 
people to the area to let them see what the potentials 
of the area are. It is only after this, that we can start to 
think about bringing in companies, stores and 
housing.

Neglected spaces
It is generally perceived that Covington is divided into 
two parts, de�ned by the elevated railway. On the east 
side there is Madison Avenue with its numerous bridal 
shops and other retail opportunities. On the west side, 
Mainstrasse attracts the most people with its many 
bars and restaurants. Between these two there is 
however almost no connecting element to guide 
people from area to the other. Adding to the division 
are the few and neglected overpasses. 

The overpass located on Pike street is a great example 
of a neglected space with a lot of potential. By 
transforming this space into a meeting point, it would 
be possible to create a more connected city as well as 
a community.

First ideas
To create a meeting point it was necessary to �nd a 
way to de�ne the space with a simple element. A �rst 
idea for this, was hanging lit umbrellas from the 
structure. This would be an element that was very 
visible during the day and even more at night. In this 
way it would generate boundaries, de�ning where the 
gathering of people could happen. 

Although hanging umbrellas would have de�ned the 
space it would not have su�ciently suggested the 
occupation and use of the space.  Because of this, it 
was decided to switch to a more “William H. 
Whyte-like” approach, where simple elements like 
chairs are crucial elements to the success of any public 
space.

Initial test
As a �rst experiment a chair and a small question book 
was placed in the area. This was done to receive a 
general idea of the assumptions and reactions of the 
overpass. After leaving it in the spot for a while and 
waiting at a distance. It became apparent that it drew 
attention to around 20 percent of the people. With 
some people even taking enough interest to take a 
picture.

Benoît Vandeputte
Fall Semester 2012
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Covington’s First 
Urban Golf Tournament

Location

When �rst walking around in Covington, one of the �rst things that strikes 
is how many parking lots and garages the city has and how empty and
underutilized they are after or during business hours. 

Little shields deter people from having fun.  Even the language is agressive
and an enumerative list of things that cannot be done is given. 

“
STOP - PRIVATE - NO PLAYING 

”

The �rst location chosen to ex-
ecute this project was the beau-
tiful site of the parking lot in 
front of the Mother of God 
church. Eventually we had to 
look out for another location 
and that is when our eye fell on 
the top �oor of the  City Center 
Garage on East Seventh Street 
with a beautiful view over Cin-
cinnati.

This inspired me to organize a fun event on a parking lot.  We thought 
about organizing a Christkindl market, art installations, but eventually 
we went for a one day pop-up event: a put-put golf course. We thought 
about having tracks all over the city. But to have a better overview of 
the outcome, we chose for only one location. And that is how 
Covington’s �rst Urban Golf Tournament was born as a way to make 
people think about how fun needs to regain it’s place back in the city.  
From the beginning I worked together with Katie Meyer from Coving-
ton Renaissance and Kim Blank from Mainstrasse Village Association 
who were a great help. Together we promoted the event via Facebook, 
a website, posters and �yers. It was even picked up by a local
newspaper: The River City news, who devoted an article to it. 
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about having tracks all over the city. But to have a better overview of 
the outcome, we chose for only one location. And that is how 
Covington’s �rst Urban Golf Tournament was born as a way to make 
people think about how fun needs to regain it’s place back in the city.  
From the beginning I worked together with Katie Meyer from Coving-
ton Renaissance and Kim Blank from Mainstrasse Village Association 
who were a great help. Together we promoted the event via Facebook, 
a website, posters and �yers. It was even picked up by a local
newspaper: The River City news, who devoted an article to it. 

Nadia Bryson
Melissa Leahy
Fall Semester 2012              Movement in the City

Walk Covington
A system of way-�nding signage

Niehoff Studio
College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning

Community Design Center
College of Engineering

Description:

Signage Installed Nov. 10th - Nov. 27

St. Mary’s

Keystone bar and grill

roebling bridge

Madison Theatre

Bell Tower

mainstrausee

Anchor Grill

Mutter Gottes

Riverwalk
Roebling Murals

signage
placement

attraction site

gateway

key

Walk Covington is a system of way-�nding signage that is designed 
to spark interest and encourage walking for visitors and residents to 
various attractions around Covington, Ky.  We had targeted three 
main areas to place the signage: the Mainstrasse area, the riverfront 
hotel / convention center area, and the Madison Corridor.  Our goal 
was to encourage those visiting or working in those particular areas 
of Covington to perhaps explore and walk a di�erent area of town 
and discover something interesting or new along the way. We 
wanted to connect these popular areas of the city. The attractions 
that we chose to highlight with our signage in each speci�c sector:

Implementation Results:

Sign pointing towards Goebel park at the Goose Girl FountainWalk Covington Logo

Sign pointing towards Roebling Murals at the Riverwalk Entrance Map Created to determine signage placement locations and attractions Signage for the Madison Theatre and The Ascent at the Carnegie Arts Center

Suggestions for a more permanent way-�nding solution
The Future of Walk Covington

One way we chose to measure the e�ectiveness and 
the reach of our signage was through Facebook. To 
create awareness and encourage opinions we put 
QR codes and web addresses on every sign so smart 
phone users or Facebook users could access our 
page. After being up only two weeks we received 60 
likes and numerous comments about our initiative. 

The signs were placed a few minutes away from 
popular destinations around the city, and featured 
an estimated walk time to the destination along with 
an arrow pointing to it. The laminated signs were 
brightly colored and zip-tied to various telephone 
poles around town. Only two had been taken down 
before the completion of our experiment. 

Overall feedback was very positive for our project:

Glad to see people standing up for what they believe 
in. I think it is a very good idea, that is creative, and 
can be a bene�t to the public and businesses.”
       -Charlene Dietz, Walk Covington Fan

What a cool idea and so very simple.”
      -Tim Hershner, Walk Covington Fan

mainstrasse 
village 

Riverwalk
Extend the walk to include the 
Roebling Murals area. Add tiles near 
the Convention Center and Riverfront 
hotels to increase attention drawn to 
this attraction.

Mainstrasse
People will be a couple blocks away 
from mainstrasse and ask how to get 
there. This can be solved if we continue 
with the tile theme and create  some 
leading to the Mainstrasse area. 

Need: 
There is a de�nite need for way-�nding in the 
Covington area. Many visitors come to the area for 
conventions  and stay in the Riverfront hotels.  With 
the arrival of Gateway Community College there is 
an increased need for way-�nding for all the stu-
dents that will be in the area, and for new attractions 
or restaurants that will inevitably be attracted to the 
area once the college opens. 

Public Transit
The metro area is very accessible by 
walking and public transit, but many 
people are unaware of the bus stops 
and routes and pick up times without 
having an internet connections. There is 
a need for better signage displaying 
info about bus stops and pick up times

Experience Covington
There is great potential with this tour program that 
is available at the Kenton County Library. This could 
be improved by having maps for speci�c tours 
widely available at various locations, including 
hotels. The website needs to be improved and 
made more navigable.
Perhaps signage can be permanently installed that 
guides people around the city on a speci�c path 
much like the  Walk Covington signs except they are 
for speci�c tour categories and there are more of 
them around. The tours could be color coded as 
would the signs. 

“
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Facebook.com/walkcovingotn Putting up signage Putting up signage Taking Before and after Surveys
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Riverwalk
Roebling Murals
The Ascent
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Mutter Gottes Church
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Permanent Way-Finding Directories
In popular areas of town permanent directo-
ries with maps can be place so people are 
able to stop and �nd on the map where they 
are going or where they need to go. This can 
unify the city by creating a signature logo, 
design or color scheme found in signage 
throughout the city. 
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Permanent Way-Finding Directories
In popular areas of town permanent directo-
ries with maps can be place so people are 
able to stop and �nd on the map where they 
are going or where they need to go. This can 
unify the city by creating a signature logo, 
design or color scheme found in signage 
throughout the city. 
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To meet the needs of hundreds of commuters in an era of exceedingly high 
oil prices, The Bike Bridge accommodates and encourages bike commuters in 
this region of Cincinnati. The Reading Road density must increase by at least 
6 times by the year 2043. The density must increase not only in the degree 
of compactness, mass divided by volume, but also increase in diversity, time 
and interactivity. 

In total, the structure provides secure parking for 200 bicycles, bicycle retail 
space, bicycle rental space, repair areas, showers, lockers, a café and outdoor 
viewing patios perched atop the abandoned rail line. Bikers reach the bike trail 
from Reading Road on a continuous secured ramp that follows the topography 
or on continuous ramps around the glass indoor facility. 

Sight lines made with arched steel tubes flow over the structure on the bike 
path so as not to intrude upon the bikers or the surrounding infrastructure.  The 
Bike Bridge brings together an array of social and transportation programs into 
an organized flow of ramps that emerge from the static platform that is now 
Reading Road. The new, vibrant transit hub will serve as the principle access 
point connecting the plaza in Bond Hill, the commuter bike path, the recreation 
zone in Paddock Hills, the light rail connecting I 75 to Xavier University, and 
the bus rapid transit line on Reading Road. By separating the bikers from other 
modes of transit, it will provide them with a greater sense of safety and a 
faster commute. 
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NORTH ELEVATION
1/16” = 1’-0”

THIRD FLOOR
1/16” = 1’-0”

SECOND FLOOR
1/16” = 1’-0”

FIRST FLOOR
1/16” = 1’-0”

SITE PLAN
1/64” = 1’-0”

WEST ELEVATION
1/4” = 1’-0”

INDIVIDUAL TRAVEL PATHS

PUBLIC SPACE

STAFF SPACE

VERTICAL CIRCULATION

DOWN FROM 3RD FLOOR

UP FROM 1ST FLOOR

IN FROM TERRACE

Concept of Urban Movement Multi-Modality

Multi-function transit hub

Movement Diagram and Design Concept for a Bike Bridge

20432012
from disconnected transit
to living mobility

in 30 years, most residents in 
avondale will use public transit 
and few will drive cars as we 
know them today. we will see 
an infrastructure designed for 
bicycles

reading

readingresidential reading

mobility is often a state of disconnection with reality. 
whether it is by walking, biking or driving, our brain 
enters in a temporary coma, where we abstain from 
observing and analyzing what revolves around us. short 
walks enhance moments like these, but long distance-
everyday commutes consume our intellect. what if we 
could trade those moments in blank with actual memories?    

mobility as an 
individiual experience

mobility as a 
collective experience

family relationship and 
friendships established

buffer zone
transfer

Twelve undergraduate architecture students led by Professor Rebecca Williamson participated in an 
affiliated class to the Niehoff Urban Studio in the Fall Semester 2012. This studio was focused on Energy, 
Mobility, and Urban Form. Students projected thirty year future scenarios for development and movement 
systems along Reading Road in Avondale. The studio theme was linked to the Metropolis and Mobility 
reseach project for a comparable study of form and movement among the cities of Curitiba - Brazil, 
Bordeaux - France, and Cincinnati. Working with members of the North Avondale Community Council, 
architecture students in this studio focused on urban form, land-use, and transporation on the Reading 
Road corridor between MLK and Norwood Lateral. The studio challenge was “how to ensure individuals 
the comforts and mobility they have come to expect in modern life, yet avoid the negative impacts of our 
current modes of occupation, transportation, and resource consumption.” In response, students explored 
a wide variety of approaches that related alternative movement infrastructure such as pedestrian, auto, 
bicycle, and Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) options with greenspace network connections, dense mixed use 
development models, lifestyle concepts, and novel activity programming. Multi-modal hubs were a specific 
interest among students with the aim of bringing together Auto Parking, Bikeways, BRT lines, and future 
Light Rail systems at locations that could provide space for community functions such as recreation uses, 
civic commons, and neighborhood services. At these locations, situated at key intersections along the 
corridor stretching from MLK Boulevard at the south to Norwood Lateral at the north, many students 
exploited the opportunity for the development of a dense cluster of mixed uses around the hub in a 
configuration commonly known as “Transit Oriented Development” (TOD) that supported a dense  
mix of retail, office, and residential uses.

Transit Hub over Interstate 71BRT to Light Rail Station
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Gabriel’s PlaceGabriel’s Place

2012

Gabriel’s Place Community  
Urban Food Campus

The Community Design Center continued this project intitiated in 2010 to implement a comprehensive 
food campus for the Avondale Community. CDC partnered with the Cincinnati Community Action 
Agency, Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC), Place Matters - Do Right, Avondale Community Council 
and the Episcopal Diocese of Southern Ohio to plan and implement the campus. Located at the site of 
the former St Michaels and All Angels Church on Reading Road in Avondale, the program consists of food 
production,  distribution and education activities. This effort received a “Best collaborative effort” 
award from the Community Development Corporations Association of Greater Cincinnati.
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1. ON SITE STORM WARM STORAGE- future bioswale

2. lEd lIGhT at front and walkway

3. EPdM - White vinyl roof in the kitchen- to reflect heat

4. INCREASEd NATURAl lIGhTING - application of glass  

     block in hallway and kitchen 

5. FlUORESCENT FIxTURES - energy efficient, longer life span

6. MOTION SWITChES - for lights at bathroom and hallway

7. lOW FlUSh TOIlETS - Cadet 3 Flo Wise ultra-low consumption

8. TjI FlOOR FRAMING - engineered wood – joists make  

    a more efficient use of wood (less material)

9. METAl ROOF - recyclable material  

10. CEIlING PANElS - High Recycled Content  

       (more than 50% of recycled materials)

11. SUPER INSUlATEd ATTIC

12. REvERSIBlE CEIlING FANS - in the kitchen

13. OPERABlE WINdOWS - in the kitchen for  

      daylighting and venting

14. 6” MORE INSUlATION - thicker walls 6” studs

15. CEMENT FIBER SIdING - long life span

16. WAll BOARd OSB - renewable and recyclable –  

       efficient use of wood

17. TIlE - 96% recycled materials

18. AdAPTING RE-USE of Parish House 

1.

8.

10.

15.

16.

New facilities at the campus include an urban orchard, a community garden with green house and 
fish producing aquaponics, and a farmer’s market for produce from the site and a network of gardens 
throughout the neighborhood. The existing Church Sanctuary was opened for community events and 
the adjacent Parish house was completely renovated to house classroom space for culinary training, 
a commercial scale kitchen incubator, and adminstrative office space. The CDC collaborated with 
Landscape Architect Martin Koepke to develop a campus plan and then provided complete architectural 
design for the Parish House. This included design for a replacement building addition for the larger 
kitchen and culinary program. The expansion was designed to make the building fully accessible for 
persons with  disabilities and, as requested, compatible with the historic character of the the existing 
parish house. All measures of green building materials and construction were incorporated, including 
water conserving fixtures, daylighting, ventilation, recycled/recyclable materials, high efficiency lighting 
and controls, and super-insulated construction.
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2012

Economic and Community impacts 
of the revitalized Music hall

Music Hall

The Community Design Center collaborated with 
the University of Cincinnati Economics Center of 
the College of Business to analyze the impact of the 
revitalization and future operations of Cincinnati’s 
Music Hall. CDC studied the changing physical 
context of Over-The-Rhine and the position of 
Music Hall as an influential anchor within it.

The first part of this report, by the Economic  
Center projects the economic impact of renovation 
expenditures, anticipated operations of Music Hall 
in 2015, as well as the fiscal impacts generated 
from both. The operations impact is measured 
from the projected operating expenditures of  
the four resident companies- Cincinnati Ballet, 
Cincinnati Opera, Cincinnati Symphony  
Orchestra, and May Festival.

The second part of this report, done by the  
CDC, details the position of Music Hall as  
an influential anchor within its urban context.  
The location of Music Hall is shown in relation 
to other arts institutions and to the substantial 
investment in the area. Changing demographic 
and social indicators are illustrated and discussed 
relative to Music Hall. Connectivity is analyzed 
between Music Hall and the existing and proposed 
arts, entertainment, and cultural clusters within 
the area. And finally Music Hall is understood  
in relative terms to other arts organizations in  
attendance, revenue, and employment measures.
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2012

dIY Urbanism Competition in Cincinnati

As a follow-up to the DIY Urbanism Event of 
November 2011, the CDC, in partnership with the 
Architectural Foundation of Cincinnati, produced 
a public competition for local DIY Urbanism 
proposals. This competition explored themes 
behind the conception and implementation of 
grass roots urban projects that are collaborative 
and improvisational. DIY Urbanism promotes 
small scale projects that bring new life to the city 
and influence how we use and perceive our urban 
environment.  

Thirteen projects were submitted for both student 
and non-student categories. The entries were 
judged and put on exhibit at the AFC galleries at 
611 Race Street on June 1. Judges included Tamara 
Harkavy - Artwork, Elissa Yancey - SoapBox, 
Jonathan Sears - ParProject, and Noah Bergman - 
DAAP. Prizes were given for three categories: 
Student: Tower Place Parking Garage storefront 
murals, Gael Pericho; Non-Student: High Light 
OTR: An Interactive Wayfinding Beacon by 
Connective Conscience, Eric Lindsay, Sylvester 
Yeo; People’s choice: Tucker’s Restaurant Parklet, 
Michelle Anderson, Mike Uhlenhake, Becky 
Schneider.

DIY Urbanism

Non-Student Winner: High Light OTR

Student Winner: Tower Place Parking Garage storefront murals

When Pigs Fly

Goetz Alley Update

People’s Choice Winner: Tucker’s Parklet

ARISE Judging Competition at the AFC Gallery

reClaim the Streets
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2012

Model Group Baseline Impact Study

This survey project, begun in the summer of 2011, was conducted in partnership with the University of  
Cincinnati Economics Center. This work was requested by the Model Group, an affordable housing provider 
that is undertaking a number of rehabilitation and construction projects of selected structures in various 
parts of Cincinnati ’s Over-the-Rhine and Pendleton neighborhoods. Some of the rehabilitations involve the
relocation of U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development Housing Assistance Payments contracts 
to both new buildings and consolidating scattered subsidized housing units in the same buildings. The 
purpose of this study was to gain a baseline understanding and metrics for measurement of neighborhood 
conditions in the areas surrounding these proposed  developments. These baseline condition measurements 
are intended to be compared to future data on the same study area to create a time-series of neighborhood 
conditions to guage the impact of housing investment.

The CDC and the Economics Center worked together to develop a suite of analyses that could provide a more 
complete and accurate depiction of the study areas. These analyses triangulated by including quantitative and 
qualitative techniques, statistical analysis, spatial analysis, visual surveys in the field, and a telephone survey.

The CDC survey included an inventory in four areas of expected impact. A physical analysis of each area 
measured existing property condtions and streetscape blight. This included an assessment of investment  
as visible through the preservation of historic properties and investment/disinvestment indicated through 
building permits and code violations. A social analysis measured demographic indicators and crime  
incidents, as well as an analysis of street activity and social effects of the built environment. Finally a  
telephone survey conducted by the Economics Center correlated resident perceptions against existing  
observed physical conditions and other social activity measures.
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Met Mob

2012

Metropolis and Mobility Research Project

The Niehoff Studio was invited to participate in an international research project with Universities from 
Bordeaux, France and Curitiba, Brazil to compare the different mobility issues present in these two cities with 
Greater Cincinnati. Funded by the French Ministry of Culture and in part by the UC Forward Initiative,  the 
project involves faculty from five disciplines among these universities, including Economics, Urban Planning, 
and Architecture from UC programs. The research will document comparable measures of public policy, user 
experience, and urban form relevant to all modes of transporation in each of the partner cities. In addition 
to faculty research, teaching activities within the various participating UC schools and the Niehoff Studio 
support the project through student studio design work and seminar research.

Specific Niehoff Studio research is concentrated on documenting Greater Cincinnati conditions including 
all past, present, and proposed transportation networks, including water, roadway, rail, and bikeway 
infrastrucure. Providing documentation and visualization of the relationship between movement systems, 
demographic conditions and trends, and land-use, with natural and built form configurations is the focus of 
Studio work. Findings within the Greater Cincinnati Metropolitan Area are expected to clarify relationships 
among these elements and uncover opportunities for higher efficiencies for movement systems. Comparative 
research among the participating cities is intended to contribute to the body of knowledge about 
metropolitan mobility issues.  
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Good Ideas

May 16th , 2012

GOOd Ideas for Cities

A promotional arts network by Team 20 Somethings Doing Something An App to support Bus ridership by Team Possible Worldwide

During the Fall of 2011 the Niehoff Urban Studio responded to a call for participants in a national event 
program produced  by GOOD magazine and ArtPlace. This program, targeted at mid-sized cities, is called 
GOOD Ideas for Cities and promotes creative problem solving among civic leaders and design innovators. The 
Niehoff Urban Studio collaborated with the Carol Ann and Ralph V. Haile, Jr./U.S. Bank Foundation, Soapbox, 
AIGA Cincinnati, and AIA Cincinnati to fund and coordinate the effort which resulted in a culminating event 
at the Contemporary Arts Center on May 16th, 2012. The event, attended by 350,  was scheduled to integrate 
with the Spring national CEOs for Cities Conference occuring at that time.

Six local creative teams made up of architects, designers, and creative professionals were culled from an 
applicant pool of 27 to work on the following civic partners and their challenges:
Cincinnati Contemporary Arts Center: How can the local arts scene serve as a catalyst for the local creative 
economy in a way that will attract talent, fuel innovation and build a stronger workforce?
Metro, TANK, Agenda 360, and Vision 2015: How can we create a more user-focused transit experience around 
a bus rapid transit line that builds brand equity and consumer commitments with a unified, region-wide voice, 
creating rising public demand for a better regional system?
Strive Partnership and Knowledgeworks: Knowing that early education is especially critical to our students’ 
lifelong development, how can we design, implement, and evaluate a system of parental involvement within 
early education for Cincinnati families?
Haile/US Bank Foundation, LISC and the Cincinnati Area Board of Realtors: How can we help our 
communities come together and make changes necessary to increase their local walkability?
Green Umbrella, Greater Cincinnati Energy Alliance, Cincinnati Office of Environmental Quality: With the goals 
of saving money, reducing emissions and putting local residents to work, how do we get more Cincinnati 
households to perform energy efficiency upgrades on their home?
Closing the Health Gap and the Greater Cincinati Foundation: How can we increase both availability of healthy 
foods and education about healthy eating in underserved neighborhoods?

Design Strategies to support healthy food access and eliminate  Food Deserts by  Team Design Cincy

Promoting urban walkabilty through youth gaming by Team Scout Camp Home Energy Fitness media campaign by Team Hyperquake

Advocacy and mentoring program to promote parental involvment with youth academic success by Team Cincinnatives
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Events

March 3rd, 2012

April 12th, 2012

Studio Open house

dAAP Cares

Winter 2012 quarter studio work culminated in juried presentations and an open house exbiting 
student work on the Covington Center City Action Plan. Covington City Staff from the Department of 
Community Development, professional consultants, and UC faculty attended multi-disciplinary student 
team presentations. Student work was also exhibited at a public open house at Covington’s Kentucky 
Artisan’s Enterprise Center.

The Niehoff Studio hosted the DAAP Cares event in its space on Tuesday, April 12th, 2012. The goal of 
DAAP Cares is to display and recognize DAAP as a resource for research, innovation and development  
for humanitarian work in terms of design, architecture, art, and planning locally, regionally, nationally and 
internationally. The exhibition consisted of  20 projects including the Community Design Center Gabriel’s 
Place Food Campus Project which was presented by coordinator and community partner Leslie Stevenson. 

May 6th, 2012

Niehoff Urban Studio Fundraiser

Studio Patron Buck Niehoff was the recipient of the 
“Flying Urbanist” award at the Studio’s first annual 
fundraising event. This award presented by DAAP 
Dean Robert Probst, recognizes Buck’s unique vision 
and steadfast support for the Studio and its continued 
mission. Eighty guests representing interests in 
business, arts, design, and civic leadership viewed 
Studio work and enjoyed entertainment provided by 
students of UCs Conservatory of Music. The event 
raised nearly $20,000 for graduate student support. 

January 19th,  2012

AIA Cincinnati Chapter Meeting: Media

Editor-in-Chief, Ned Cramer of Architecture 
Magazine visited the studio as a part of the 
November monthly meeting of the AIA Cincinnati. 
He spoke on “Occupy Architecture” and how the 
current Occupy movement while primarily focused 
on economic and social inequities, it has also 
contributed a spontaneous architecture to some of 
our most public of places.
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May 17th, 2012

June 1st, 2012

Good Ideas

dIY Urbanism Competition

On May 16, 350 civic minded participants attended the Cincinnati GOOD Ideas for Cities event at 
the Cincinnati Contemporary Arts Center. Produced by GOOD Magazine in partnership with the 
Niehoff Urban Studio and the Haile/US Bank Foundation, the event was the outcome of a  six month 
planning process and a six week design process in which six creative teams worked with collaborating 
civic groups to vision solutions to a number of urban challenges including food access, educational 
attainment, transit mobility, energy conservation, neighborhood walkability, and arts incubation.

An exhibit and recognition event was hosted for a DIY 
Urbanism project competition at the AFC Gallery, 811 
Race Street. The competition was produced jointly 
by the Niehoff Urban Studio and the Architectural 
Foundation of Cincinnati. 20 submissions for a wide 
variety of micro projects were intended to bring new 
life to the city and influence how we use and perceive 
our urban environment. Prizes were awarded in three 
categories corresponding with student, non-student, 
and people’s choice categories. 

June 6th, 2012

September 9-14th, 2012

Studio Open house

Metropolis and Mobility Workshop

The Spring Quater 2012 Review of Student work  
and Open House exhibit marked the end of the  
year long partnership project with the City of Covington 
on its Center City Action Plan. Engineering capstone 
student teams presented detailed technical design 
solutions for aspects of urban design projects developed 
through the beginning of the year. Covington City staff 
reviewed project designs for issues including pedestrian 
bridges, green infrastructure, roadway design, parking 
facilities, and parkland. 

The Niehoff Urban Studio was the site for a week- 
long workshop for collaborating researchers from  
UC and Universities in Curitiba, Brazil and Bordeaux, 
France. This workshop was the second of three 
meetings of these researchers to discuss progress  
in developing comparative measures among the  
three cities concerning policies, experience and  
urban form related to movement in the cities. The 
research team hosted presentations by OKI, Metro/
SORTA, and the Alliance for Regional Transit.  

May 8th, 2012

local dollars, local Sense

The Niehoff Urban Studio hosted a discussion with 
Michael Shuman – author, economist, attorney and 
entrepreneur, that included a presentation on his 
new book, Local Dollars, Local Sense: How to Shift 
Your Money from Wall Street to Main Street and 
Achieve Real Prosperity. His presentation showcased 
investment tools needed to begin moving the millions 
invested in Wall Street back to your home street. The 
tools discussed included: cutting-edge cooperatives, 
special local-business CDs, pre-selling, slow munis, 
public banks, revolving loan funds, local investment 
clubs, and self-directed IRAs. Shuman emphasized 
new job creation through local small business 
development, known to contribute, on average, half  
of a typical community’s economy. 
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October 3rd-4th, 2012

Communication in the Urban Environment

October 16th, 2012

AIA Cincinnati Chapter Meeting: Education

October 29th, 2012

Food Trucks
A roundtable on “Communication in the 
Environment” was held at the Niehoff Studio in 
October. The meeting focused on establishing a 
shared vision for how the College of DAAP could 
become a leader in this area since becoming the 
recipient of the Terry Fruth/Gemini Chair of 
Signage Design and Community Planning. Led 
by facilitator Leslie Dilworth, seventeen Industry 
experts, designers, and consultants met for the 
daylong planning session.

October 9-10th, 2012

Public Interest design Institute

The Niehoff Urban Studio was the site of a two 
day Public Interest Design Institute in October. 
This workshop, organized Design Corps and 
other partners provide inspiration and practical 
instruction on how designers can promote socially, 
economically, and environmentally healthy 
communities. Led by Bryan Bell and five other 
panelists including Maurice Cox, Ramsey Ford, 
Dan Pitera, Emilie Taylor, and Michael Zaretsky the 
Institute presented sucessful case studies to more 
than thirty students and practitioners.

December 7th, 2012

Studio Open house

Students of the four courses that took place in the Fall 
semester of 2012 presented work under the following 
themes, Tactical Urbanism, Inquiry to Innovation, 
Integrated Design, and Observing the City. Students 
in Industrial Design, Urban Planning, Engineering, 
Fashion Design, Interior Design, Criminal Justice  
and Communications participated in this semester’s 
studios. The open house event attendees included 
students, faculty from UC, architecture and planning 
professionals, and community stakeholders.

The Niehoff Urban studio hosted a monthly 
chapter meeting for AIA Cincinnati. This meeting 
was organized to discuss the state of education 
for the next generation of architects.  A panel 
consisting of UC College of DAAP School of 
Architecture and Interior Design Director William 
Williams, Practicing Architect Chad Edwards 
of Emersion Design, and SAID student Connor 
Brindaz contributed to a discussion led by AIA 
President Chris Patek.

A dozen food truck vendors convened at the 
Niehoff Studio in October to hear student 
presentations on progressive policy for vending in 
Cincinnati. These Planning Capstone Students, led 
by Professor Marissa Zapata, were researching best 
practices found across the country for mobile food 
vending programs for applicibility in Cincinnati. 
Cincinnati has enjoyed a profusion of mobile 
vending offerings, now numbering 20 since first 
being introduced in 2010. 

 October 1st, 2012 

AIA Cincinnati Urban design Committee

Aaron Betsky, Architect, former architecture 
Professor at DAAP and current Director of  
the Cincinnati Art Museum joined Architects  
of the AIA Urban Design Committee at the  
Niehoff Studio in October. The subject of the 
meeting was trends in urban design in Cincinnati. 
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Collaborating Faculty and Researchers

Teaching Faculty

Graduate Assistants, Coops and Student Helpers

Matt Anthony Adjunct Instructor, Industrial Design (studio Fall 2012)
Terry Grundy Resident Urbanist, Adj, Assoc. Professor, Urban Planning
Elissa Yancey  Assistant Professor, Journalism (associated seminar Winter 2012)
Rebecca Williamson  Professor, Architecture (associated seminar Fall 2012)

Staff

Community
City of Covington

Haile/US Bank Foundation

Progressive Urban Management Associates

Northern Kentucky Vision 2015

Covington Center for Great Neighborhoods

City of Cincinnati Office of the Asst. City Manager

Keep Cincinnati Beautiful

University of Cincinnati Student Senate

Corryville Community Council

LISC of Greater Cincinnati and Northern Kentucky

Kinselman Kline Gossman Urban Design

Agenda 360

Metro SORTA

Mill Creek Restoration Project

Northside Community Council

Green Umbrella

Cincinnati American Institute of Architects

Wasson Way Bike Trail Advocacy group

Stephen Samuels Planner and Facilitator (Music Hall Study)
jeff Rexhausen, Economist(Model Group)
dr Carla Chifos, Planner (Metropolis and Mobility)
dr Rebecca Williamson, Architect (Metropolis and Mobility)
dr Olivier Parent, Economist (Metropolis and Mobility)
dr Gigi Escoe, Economist/Associate Provost(UC Forward - I2I)

 Bobby Bonne Planner
 Ana Ozaki Architect, Urban Designer
 dugan Murphy Planner
 Rachel lee Graphic Designer
 Kimberly Scaff Journalist
  
 Sang jun Park Planner
 dominque delucia Urban Designer 
 Naomi Ng Food Project Researcher
 Yoonsun Chang Graphic Designer
 Mehri Mohebbi Urban Designer

Graduate Assistants, Coops and Student Helpers

Supporting Departments

Faculty

Episcopal Diocese of Southwest Ohio

Cincinnati-Hamilton Co Community Action Agency

Western Riverfront Bike Trail Advocacy group

Architectural Foundation of Cincinnati

Music Hall Revitalization Corporation

Contemporary Arts Center

Place Matters - Do Right

Avondale Community Council

Strive Partnership

 Office of the Senior vice President and Provost University of Cincinnati 
 Office of the dean College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning 
 School of Planning College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning
 School of Architecture and Interior design College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning
 School of Advanced Structures College of Engineering and Applied Science
 journalism department,  McMicken College of Arts and Sciences

Frank Russell, AIA Director and Adjunct Assistant Professor

Architectural Foundation of Cincinnati

The Model Group

University of Bordeaux

University of Curitiba

GOOD Magazine

CUF Community Council

The Awesome Collective of Covington

Greater Cincinnati Energy Alliance

Closing the Health Gap

dr Richard Miller Professor, Civil Engineering (all studios)
Frank Russell Studio Coordinator, Adj, Assoc. Professor,  
            Urban Planning (all studios, seminars)

Teaching Faculty



Planners
Saoud Alhajri
Kirsten Bladh
Alexander Cassini
Xin Chen
Suzany Dantas
Timothy Dawson
Deqah Hussein
Robert Johnson
Wade Johnston
Andrew Lawrence
Thais Lima
Charles Lobe
Britta Miller
Meredith Murphy
John Paino
Justin Rex
Lindsey Riley
Clare Schoen
Gabriela Vargas
Nate Allen
Aharam Song
Michael Rottenbiller
Kathryn Haire
Krishna Matturi
Joe Sandmann
Ian Bulling
Graham Gilmer
Naeem Shahrestani
Serena Barker
Josh Olhava
Emily Johnson
Adrian Vainisi
Yoonsun Chang
Jordan Furlong
Krista Frank
Janett Said
Frederick De Ryck
Benoît Vandeputte

Civil:
Daniel Smolilo
Robert Hesler
Daniel Kamento
Juan Vargas
Kory Anstead
Zachary Sunderland
Anthony Carlisle
Bryan Bosch
Steven Carter
Kirk Ridder
Cheyenne Harden
Jamie Blair
Julie Clouse
Akwask Kusi
Laura Eaton
Edward Kohinke
Alisha Hammond
Matthew Burt
Kehinde Adeoye
Donnie Shive
Roberto Vela
Matthew Lesaint
James Payne
Ryan Burgei
Jordan Weber
Frank Novak
Adam Sprague
Daniel Macauley
John Vance
Jason Japikse
Michael Mosko
Casey Salsinger
Anne Goettke
Zachary Messer
Alexander Clark
Morgen Schroeder
Laura Dent

Bryan Hafertepe
Benjamin Lafferty
Benjamin Hall
Carter Stitt
Christopher Murphy
David Counsell
Derrick Schierloh
Edward Lynch
Eric Kelly
Ethan Jacobs
George Hurrell
James Halterman
James Moyer
Jason Barber
Jay Sliger
Jeffrey Gable
Jenna Bareswilt
Justin Couch
Kaitlyn Sarmento
Kelly Hecht

Biomedical:  
Avery Maddox
Grant Cothrel
Jordan Price
Remo Malarik

Computer:
Logan Mirka

Mechanical:
Patrick Mulligan

Aerospace:
Billy Schlich

Engineers

Students

Designers
Industrial:
Elliot Raderman
Kristofer Williams
Cameron Bresn
Wennie Chi
Tom Pietzsch
Sam Scipio
Nadia Bryson
Melissa Leahy
Ian Surra
Yuuzhe Zhao

Fashion:
Michelle Newland
Molly Rumpke

Interior:
Katharyn Gillespie

Tara Dooley
Bethany Cianciolo
Adam Coble
Woodrow Goldsmith
Andrew Gable
Rashida Manuel
Elizabeth Odum
Sarah Arriola
Josh Wehmann
Cody Globig
Blake Hammond

Journalists
Scott Betz
Caroline Bozzi
Alexia Brebant-Bourry
Brad Callahan 
Boer Deng
Luke Erikson
Shelby Feenick
Adam Fischer
Madeline Goryl
Elias Lewis
Andres Lopez-Montoya
Guande Wu 

Criminal Justice:
Jeremy Grobart

Communications:
Joseph Deye

Director Frank Russell quoted on public library’s role 
in community life | UC News

East Third Dayton, Ohio Urban Design Charrette | Dayton 
Daily News

CDC director Frank Russell quoted in article about 
revitalization in Walnut Hills | Dayton Daily News

  Studio to host the Cincinnati Stop of the GOOD 
Ideas for Cities Tour | Soapbox Cincinnati

News Coverage of recent Core Change event highlights 
Gabriel’s Place, one of the Design Center’s recent 
collaborative projects | Axiom News

Cincinnati Edition podcast talks with CDC director Frank 
Russell about the GOOD challenge | Cincinnati Edition 
podcast

Gabriel’s Place: Growing Vegetables, Nourishing Souls | 
Cincinnati Enquirer

Challenge Accepted: Good Ideas for Cities visits 
Cincinnati to discuss local urban issues | City Beat

St. Anthony Village ten years later – A CDC Project 
Matures | Cincinnati Enquirer

GOOD Ideas: New Landscapes for Local Food Deserts | 
Soapbox Cincinnati

  Studio Casino Project

Madisonville Shapes the Future with Quality-of-Life Plan | 
Place Matters

2.1.2012

2.3.2012

2.10.2012

2.21.2012

2.22.2012

3.6.2012

5.22.2012

5.22.2012

Architects

Other

 Santa Ono, Senior Vice President and Provost 
 Gisela Escoe,  airs
 Richard Harknett,  University of  Cincinnati Faculty Chair
 MaryBeth McGrew,  Assoc. Vice President Campus Design and Planning
 Robert Probst,  Dean, College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning 
  ,  Trustee University of Cincinnati Foundation
 David Syzmanski, Dean, College of Business
 Steve Wilson,  Interim President, University of Cincinnati Foundation
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7.24.2012
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  Urban Studio 

College of Design, Architecture, Art and Planning 
University of Cincinnati 

2728 (Short) Vine Street | Cincinnati, Ohio 45219

(513) 556 -3282 | design.center@uc.edu | www.uc.edu/cdc

 is academic outreach partnership is  , the Harriet R. Williams 
Downey Fund, the Tilda Fund, the Fabe Family Fund,  and the University of Cincinnati and is administered by the 

Community Design Center of the College of Design, Art, Architecture and Planning. 
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